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Selling on eBay
● eBay is top marketplace for small sellers to 

start making money from almost anything. 
● You can start selling on eBay in few minutes.
● Shipping is simplified by eBay and it is 

cheaper.
● Buyers can provide feedback and positive 

feedback impacts your reputation positively.



Top Rated Seller?
A top rated ebay seller is consistently rated 
positive for most of its transactions. A top 
rated seller gets following benefits.

➔ More Visibility
Items listed by them are displayed on 
top in search results.

➔ Buyers Trust Them More
Most online buyers read reviews and 
like top rated sellers.

➔ Less Fee
Based on volume of things you sell, 
eBay offers you discounted fee for 
selling.

http://pages.ebay.com/help/sell/top-rated.html
http://pages.ebay.com/help/sell/top-rated.html


How many reviews do 
you need to 
become a 
Top Rated Seller?

Tip

100 each month. eBay 
has a complex algorithm 
to decide this. The main 
idea is to have as many 
positive reviews 
possible from wide 
variety of customers.



How Can I Get 
Positive Reviews.

Tip

This is very simple. Just 
provide good customer 
service and good quality 
product. People will 
leave feedback. 
However not all people 
will leave feedback.



Sell More 
You need to have more transaction on ebay 
to get more feedback

➔ Buy stuff on good deals and sell 
on ebay. 

➔ Sell good quality popular 
products - e.g. Tablets, mobile 
etc. 

➔ Do not worry about profit for 
initial few months.



All buyers do not leave 

feedback How To 
Encourage 
Buyers to leave 
feedback for me?



Tip 1. Leave Feedback
After a smooth transaction wait for 1-2 days 
and leave positive feedback for buyer.

➔ Buyers like it
Even if the buyer is not regular they live 
a positive response from you.

➔ Buyer feels encouraged to leave 
feedback.

➔ Use A Template
To save time on leaving feedback for 
many buyers you can use templates. 
ebay feedback generator tool is what 
you need to leave a positive buyer 
feedback.

http://tools.fromdev.com/ebay-feedback-generator.html
http://tools.fromdev.com/ebay-feedback-generator.html
http://tools.fromdev.com/ebay-feedback-generator.html


Tip 2. Ask Feedback
After a smooth transaction contact the buyer 
via eBay message system.

➔ Say Thanks
Use a email template to send a 
message with personalized details.

➔ Request Feedback
Mention how their feedback will help 
you improve your service on ebay.



More Tips...
Some more awesome resources on web to 
become top rated seller.

➔ By Andrew Minalto - here

➔ By Channel Reply  - here

➔ By Crazy Lister - here 

http://andrewminalto.com/top-rated-seller/
https://www.channelreply.com/blog/view/ebay-top-rated-seller
https://crazylister.com/blog/tips-to-becoming-top-rated-seller-on-ebay/


Keep consistently 
following these tips 
and you will reach 
your goals.

Tip

It requires a lot of 
patience.



From ebayer to star
A journey worth on ebay



What sellers are saying

eBay has made if 
possible for me to 
stay at home and 
earn.

Abby, NYC

Becoming top 
rated seller is 
difficult journey 
but worth it.

Wendy, CA

I love ebay since 
it does not 
compete with me

Ronny, NYC

Quotes for illustration purposes only



Good luck!
We hope you’ll use these tips to go out and 
become top rated ebay seller.
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